
 
I am a high heel shoe advocate, transformation queen and a D.I.V.A. in my 
business (Dynamic, Inner Belief, Visionary, and Authentic) completely 
committed to helping you up-level your Profitable Presence so that you 
become the obvious choice to your clients and professional opportunities.   
 
How do I do it? I am the authority on profitable professional presence and 
confidence. I have trained with the best to be able to say this. I am certified in 
image consulting and professional development from the world-renowned 
London Image Institute. I believe that communication is key in this process 
and that is why I am also certified in strategic communications from UT Austin. 
 
I have a global perspective that not only helps shape my clients from head-to-
toe, but also inside and out, which creates invaluable career confidence. 
Expertly skilled in impression management, I help clients reveal their best by 
intertwining my image consulting skills with communication and presentation 
coaching to help professionals become effective leaders and influencers. The 
transformation is PHENOMENAL! 
 
As an entrepreneur and business owner for over 25 years, I have the personal 
know-how, skill set, training and grit to help professionals make that powerful 
connection with their clients and teams. They become successful, influential 
and unforgettable leaders in their companies and communities and develop a 
clear and effective profitable presence.    
 
I believe in self-care, personal growth and FUN! I love working out, tennis, 
travel and pageantry. My confidence has allowed me to be a fierce competitor 
in the pageant world for over 20 years.  I have been honored with the crowns 
of Mrs. Alabama, Mrs. USA Petite and Mrs. North Texas, to name just a few. 
 
I am a master of stage presence and I use my experience to help you cultivate 
your confidence and become amazing presenters-no matter the size of your 
“stage”. I believe in giving back and I am a volunteer consultant in the “Look 
Good Feel Better Program” that assists cancer patients with appearance and 
self-esteem during treatment and post-operation recovery, as well as Dress 
For Success. I live in North Dallas with my husband, two kids and dogs. I love 
building relationships so let’s go have a great conversation over an equally 
great cup of coffee. 
	  


